
    
    
        
                        


	Pneuflex has official distributors in 30+ countries.









	A Reliable Manufacturer - Pneumatic Fittings | Pneumatic Tubing in China
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	Pneumatic Connection Solutions Expert

Certified by ISO9001:2000, Pneuflex perseveres in Advanced Technology and High Quality to satisfy customers from all over the world. Pneuflex is manufacturing kinds of pneumatic fittings and pneumatic tubing. Welcome to visit our factory at any time.
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Featured Product
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Composite Push in Fittings for Metric and Inch Size Tube, NPT Thread

Pneuflex's composite push in fittings for inch tube, NPT thread come in a variety of types, moulds and sizes. Accommodate tubing O.D ranging from 1/8" to 5/8" and thread size ranging from 10-24UNC, 10-32UNF to 1/2NPT.

Learn more ...
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316 | 316L Stainless Steel Push in Fittings

FKM seal in Pneuflex's 316 and 316L stainless steel push in fittings can resist temperature up to 150°C (302°F). 316 and 316L stainless steel push in fittings are suitable for food and beverage applications and applications in aggressive environments.

Learn more >>
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																							 Seeking Official Distributor for Malaysia Market 

															
																	Created on Friday, 03 April 2020 10:45						
											

					
										
					PNEUFLEX is seeking official strategic distributor to serve Malaysia Market...					
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																							 1/16 NPT Male Straight Connector Push in Fitting... 

															
																	Created on Friday, 17 April 2020 19:48						
											

					
										
					Recently, PNEUFLEX customed straight fittings with 1/16 NPTmale thread for a customer from Mexico. A...					
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																							 316 Stainess Steel Push in Fittings from Pneuflex... 

															
																	Created on Sunday, 19 April 2020 18:54						
											

					
										
					Pneuflex is manufacturing a full line of stainless steel push to connect fittings that are made of 3...					
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																							 Stainless Steel Male Connector with M22 Thread Push-in... 

															
																	Created on Thursday, 23 July 2020 17:29						
											

					
										
					Pneuflex company develops a new product which is stainless steel male connector with M22 male thread...					

					
					
				

				
			

			
									


		

		
			


















	

Bad karma: we can't find that page!

You asked for https://www.wellfittings.com/catalogues/push-in-fittings/push-in-fittings-pl-male-elbow.pdf, but despite our computers looking very hard, we could not find it. What happened ?

	the link you clicked to arrive here has a typo in it
	or somehow we removed that page, or gave it another name
	or, quite unlikely for sure, maybe you typed it yourself and there was a little mistake ?


It's not the end of everything though : you may be interested in the following pages on our site:


	composite-push-in-fittings/compact-miniature-push-in-fittings/
	316-stainless-steel-push-in-fittings/316-stainless-steel-push-in-fittings-for-metric-inch-tubing-bspp-g-male-thread/
	composite-push-in-fittings/composite-push-in-fittings-for-metric-inch-tubing-bspp-g-connection-thread/
	316-stainless-steel-push-in-fittings/316-stainless-steel-push-in-fitting-npt-connection-thread/
	composite-push-in-fittings/composite-push-in-fittings-for-metric-inch-tubing-metric-m-connection-thread/


 






Pneumatic Fittings
	Composite Push in Fittings (R, PT, BSPT Thread)
	Composite Push in Fittings (NPT Thread)
	Compact (Miniature) Push in Fittings






Pneumatic Tubing
	PU Tubing






Pneumatic Valves
	Flow Control Valves (Regulators)
	Stop Fittings
	Check Valves
	Hand Valves






Pneumatic Silencers | Mufflers
	Sintered Bronze Silencers (BSL)
	Sintered Stainless Steel Mufflers (SSLV)
	Stainless Steel Flow Control Exhaust Silencer (SESLC-S)
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	Pneuflex Official Websites: pneuflexeu.com | pneuflex-pneumatic.com | pneuflex-fittings.com










        

    

    



    
    
    
            


